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• Starting/Mobilizing

• Creating the Strategy

• Implementing the Strategy

• Sustaining the Work

• Key Learnings

• Change, Itself 

Overview of Red Deer’s Journey
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Starting/Mobilizing

The ASK: The RESULT:

Strategic Plan

Funding Model

Governance Structure

Coordination

Engage Citizens

The 
Community 

Safety 
Strategy



Timeline

2015: 
Community 
Safety Ad Hoc 
Committee 
work begins; 
gather info; 
community 
engagement

2016: Committee 
delivers Strategy 
to Council; 
strategy is 
adopted; 
implementation 
plan

2017-2018: 
Implementation 
phase; $$$; 
governance 
takes shape; 
short & long 
term planning



What does success look like? 

Safety Vision—

We live, work, learn and play in 
a safe and secure community 
and contribute to the actual 

and perceived safety and 
security of ourselves and 

others. 





Creating the Strategy

Gather information 

• Understand our scope and context

Analyze information

• Identify key strategic issues, patterns, themes

Develop strategic direction and actions



Creating a Strategy: Considerations

• What do we have “right” that is working? 

• What can we borrow/replicate from elsewhere that 
has shown good results?

• What needs tweaking/adapting to suit our needs?

• What new or innovative idea/initiative do we need?

• Who will be responsible for this strategy?



Useful attitudes, tools, & processes 

– Adaptable

– Appreciative/Strength Based

– Surveys

– Focus Groups

– Agreement ladder

– Check in

– Consensus Workshop



Community Engagement 



The Community Safety Strategy 





Priorities

HUB
Individual 
Focused

COR
Systems 
Focused



Centre of Responsibility 

Decisions 
driven by data 
and evidence 

Leverages 
local 

knowledge

Multi-sectoral 
commitment



Check In

Covered

• Starting/Mobilizing
• Creating the Strategy

Next

• Implementing the 
Strategy

• Sustaining the Work
• Key Learnings
• Change, itself



Implementing the Strategy 

• Share the strategy

• Get feedback

• Acquire expertise

• Identify Champions

• Mobilize



Children & Youth

Education

Indigenous

Mental Health & Addictions

Justice

Municipality

RCMP 

Collaborative Governance

Collaborative effort to come 
together and provide 

consistent, visible, systems-
wide leadership as part of a 
broad spectrum approach to 
community safety and well-

being in Red Deer. 



Collaborative Governance Team

Overall mandate, vision, purpose, and 
framework for CSWB in RD

Prioritizing the allocation of CSWB 
resources based on data, research, 

and evidence 

Thinking about ways in which 
systems can be improved to better 

enable service delivery



Systems Thinking 

In order to properly understand 

the big picture, everyone should 

fear becoming mentally clouded and 

obsessed with one small section of truth.

Xunzi (c.312 BC – c.230 BC

Chinese Confucian philosopher)



Systems Thinking

A systems approach is a new way for leaders and the 
community to do business together on complex planning 
processes and wicked problems.(Horst Rittel) 

• Incomplete or contradictory knowledge

• The number of people and opinions involved

• The large economic burden

• The interconnected nature of these problems with other 
problems 



poverty

education

nutrition
economy 





Sustain…and Evolve

Stay connected to, and value, your community.

Prevention and upstream investments at the 
local level are crucial.

Measure what you do.

Leverage resources.

Build partnerships & learn from others.



Communication



Moving forward—CSWB:

• Not just another planning exercise or body

• For the whole community

• About identifying local priority risks; 
examining current strategies through a 
holistic lens to determine effectiveness, 
overlaps, or gaps



Learnings

Community Safety 
and Well-Being

Language 
is tricky.

Connect the 
work to CSWB.

There will 
be barriers. 

Plan for short, 
medium, and 

long term “wins.” 

Collaboration 
happens at the 
speed of trust. 

Go slow to 
go fast.

Beware the old 
conversation. 

Start where 
you are. 





WHY do we need to change our approach to 
community safety and crime prevention? 

WHAT needs to change?

HOW can/will we change? 



“New Directions”

The answer to 
how, is yes. 

Peter Block
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